Message from the President (2018-2021)

Prof. Chet Raj Bhatta
Dear all mathematicians
I would like to express my deepest gratitude to all the valued life members of Nepal Mathematical
Society (NMS) for their help in electing new executive committee (EC) unanimously for three
years’ (2018-2021) tenure. I can never forget the enthusiasm, dedication and contribution of the
former presidents of NMS and the respective EC members, who brought forward the society's
academic activities among mathematics community. I always salute and appreciate their endeavors
and dedication in this sphere. Now, the former EC has handed over the responsibility to us. The new
EC is committed to have close coordination with the former EC regarding various academic and
professional issues and crave for their invaluable assistance. Our motto is Let’s Work Together to
acquire the new heights for NMS in national and international arena.
NMS can bring substantial changes both in educational and informational aspects underscoring the
theme-Teaching, Training and Research. There are various challenges for us, however, we
believe, or until there is no challenge, no academic transformations can be achieved in such
professional society. We are committed to face every challenge. Our valued life members strongly
believe that if a common vision and goal of the profession and aggregate efforts, thoughts and ideas
of members work together, NMS will gain new heights in the days to come. NMS will put forward
its steps organizing workshops to improve technical writings of Nepalese Mathematicians as well as
pedagogy for those who are involved in teaching in grades XI and XII. NMS already has its own
journal and its continuity with indexing procedure will be taken into account. NMS will also seek
external funding to support graduate students and faculty research activities. We will organize more
events and professional activities to realize enhanced impacts for productive teaching/learning and
research.
NMS always keeps professional relationships with other mathematical societies in Nepal as well as
with Association of Nepalese Mathematicians in America (ANMA). NMS will strengthen deeper
relations with Silk Road Mathematics Centre, Beijing, The Indian Mathematics Consortium
(TIMC), IMU, SEAMS, Simons Foundation and many other professional organizations home and
abroad in coming days.
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